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• Versatile
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Attractive
styling style
• Eclectic
Design flexibility

A comfortable, sturdy sleeping and sitting solution.

Three® Sleeper Recliner
Healthcare facilities today are increasing
the number of private patient rooms to
attract more patients and accommodate
family and friends who want to assist in
their care. KI has addressed this trend
with the introduction of the Three
Sleeper Recliner, an innovative product
whose design flexibility makes it adaptable to a wide range of care-giving
environments.

Easy to read instructions guide the
staff, guest or family member
through the recline, ottoman or
sleep operations.

The tilt activation lever allows for
infinite recline to sleep positions.

The soft touch ottoman lever
provides four position adjustability:
sit, rest, TV and sleep.

The soft touch handles are
ergonomically located on the upper
back making it easy to guide the
chair in the direction desired.

The optional Trendelenburg lever is
located on both sides for the caregivers
use in those unforeseen emergencies.

The rear Medcasters are strategically
located at the corners and can be
easily accessed for locking.

Specifications
TSR Sleeper Recliner
W 35.75 D 38.25 H 46.75 - (H 47.5 with Trendelenburg option)
Seat: W 25 D 20.75 H 19.75 - (H 20.75 with Trendelenburg option)
Arm Height: 23.5 - (24.5 with Trendelenburg option)
Sleep Surface: W 25 D 79
COM: 6.5 yds.
Weight: 175 lbs.
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The multi-functional Three Sleeper
Recliner, which comfortably supports up
to 500 pounds, incorporates two full
motion products in one design. It has an
infinite range of recline positions for
sitting and extends to a flat sleep surface
that is 25" wide and 79" long to provide
sleepover comfort for family and guests.
The integrated ottoman articulates to
four positions – sit, rest, TV and sleep –
that are operated independently of the
recline activation. Nursing staff can easily
access a Trendelenburg option with
activation locations on the rear of each
arm, making this option non-handed.
Backed by a lifetime warranty, durability is
also enhanced by field-replaceable seat
and back cushions, an aluminum
reinforced push handle, powdercoated
Trendelenburg activation levers and a
steel ottoman lever which is coated for
infection control. With the Three Sleeper
Recliner’s dual function, attractive styling
and its full line of options, it makes the
healing process easier for patients, their
loved ones and the hospital staff.
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